Abstract. The university course timetabling problem is an NP-complete problem that deals with many factors such as lessons, classes, teachers, students, space and timeslots. It is an optimized problem requiring the allocation of resources so as to satisfy a specified set of constraints. The optimality was able to find feasible solutions in all instances of the dataset and close to optimal solutions in some instances. This study may be used as a benchmark for optimality that solve the curriculum based university course timetabling problem.
Introduction
Course timetabling is one of three important educational timetabling categories and processes (School, examination, and course timetabling [1] ) in the administration of an academic institution. Its main task is to schedule a number of university course events over a prefixed period of time while satisfying a variety of soft and hard constraints on a limited number of rooms, timeslots, students, teachers, etc. With the development of the university education, the number of students increasing continuously, Education and Teaching Reform are also constantly to the depth and span development, leading to all kinds of education resources are appeared nervous problem, classroom resource allocation problem is particularly acute. Such a timetabling process have to be done at each semester of a university, which is often very time consuming and often results in inefficient timetables that can significantly increase the cost and difficulty of implementations. It becomes a heavier task to arrange courses under the condition of limited classroom resource. It has some influences on student training and the improvement of teaching quality. Therefore, it is very necessary to master the optimization of class scheduling.
University Course Timetabling Problem
The course of the university is the guarantee for orderly teaching. The teaching work is centered on the curriculum. Therefore, the arrangement of the curriculum is scientific and feasible, which greatly influences the development of school work. The scientific and rational curriculum must consider the impact of various factors. 
Rules for timetabling in the university
Main decisions in course timetable problems are to allocate class-teacher-room to empty slots in a schedule. Schedulers need to take a variety of constraints into account, such as teachers' preferences, room capacity, lesson spread for classes and load balancing for teachers. Within those requirements, two types of constraints can be distinguished, namely soft and hard constraints. Some survey articles also define them as first-order and higher-order constraints or primary and secondary constraints. Hard constraints (equivalent to first-order and primary constraints) are constraints that must be satisfied at all times [2] . Soft constraints (equivalent to higher-order or secondary constraints) only need to be satisfied as much as possible.
The hard constraints are: HC1. A teacher cannot arrange to two different rooms at the same timeslot. HC2. A teacher cannot arrange two different courses at the same timeslot; HC3. Students cannot arrange to two different rooms at the same timeslot. HC4. Not more than one course can be assigned to a room at a given period. HC5. Number of students is compatible with room capacities. HC6. Lesson should only be assigned to timeslots that are pre-defined as available. HC7. Courses should be assigned to periods when the teacher is available. The soft constraints are: SC1. The overlapping of lesson from the same day should be minimized. SC2. Given in consecutive timeslots in the same day, two adjacent classrooms should be arranged for them, as much as possible to maximize the use of time for students and teachers.
SC3. Teacher's teaching tasks within half a day are best carried out on the same campus.
"Prime time"
For each department there is a set of courses that are considered more difficult than others and require ''prime time'. University use timetables to schedule events by assigning them to timeslots and places in a way that makes optimal use of the available resources [3] .Each course, teacher, classroom, and time slot has special features and specifications. The course timetable is defined as an optimization problem where the aim is to minimize the number of constraints violations, the fewer constraints violated the better the timetable's performance. The goal of the above soft constraints is to maximize students' satisfaction, to reduce University resources and cost.
The quality of a feasible timetable which depends on the number of soft constraint violations is evaluated by:
Quality=counts SC1 *5+ counts SC2 *2 +counts SC3 *3 With this objective, it is possible to consider the satisfaction of expressed preferences regarding teaching periods or days of the week.
The optimality of each lesson in a week
The construction of a timetable that satisfies all operational rules and needs in a university, while at the same time fulfills as many of the wishes and requirements of the teachers and the students is an important but extremely difficult task for the administrative staff involved.
The timetable at the university is partitioned into 25 periods of 90 minutes with five periods a day. There are 25 periods per week. As is the case in practice, students are very different in the acceptance of lessons or the efficiency of classes in different periods, the factors can measure the popularity of a lesson, so that the optimal value of each period is different. The optimality in a day reflects the extent to which students like the lesson or the efficiency of the period. Obviously, administrative staff allocates the best value period to attract students to improve teaching quality. Table 1 below is a table that reflects optimality of each period in a week. A total of 3000 of questionnaires were distributed randomly among students and teachers.2683 from students and 162 from teachers responded to the questionnaire and considered to be legitimate for this research. In both student and teacher questionnaires, the results are clearly shown in Table 1 . Table1 presents the optimality of respondents' perspective on desirable timetable. In this survey, teachers/students prefer to have all classes in morning session. 
The optimality of two days
Preferences for teaching in specific time intervals are obeyed if possible. Different courses may have different week hours. Some classes may have once a week, but others may have 2 lesson hours or 3 lesson hours per week. Reasonable arrangement of more lessons per week is important. Scientific approach is to evenly distribute the hours of more courses (except for courses with experiments) per week, evenly within one week. However, the method requires a reasonable optimality between day and day in a week. This combination is also referred to as daily combinatorial optimization. The fundamental purpose of this combination is to maximize the optimality of the combination. For example, two lessons in a week, and which two days in five days the effect of the lesson is better? There are 15 choices, the optimality of each choice is inconsistent. The optimality of a week is shown in Table 2 below. In this survey, teachers/students need at least a day gap between theoretical class and theoretical class of the same subject. 
Summary
To reduce timetabling complexity, the planners assumed they could: Assignment of optimality values to resource according to requests from teachers, students or for specific time periods of the day. It is well accepted among teachers, students and the people that handle the timetabling process that certain courses should have preferential treatment in terms of the time period that they are assigned.
Moreover, the use of optimality to generate timetables leads to significantly better schedules, allowing the institution to use more efficiently its resources, to improve the satisfaction of the staff, and even to increase the performance of the student.
